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Introducing I-Maps

Introduction1
I-Maps are maps of the investment environment.

The first level of the map shows shares and other securities.  Securities that behave similarly are
positioned close together on the map.  For example, all the gold shares will sit close together in a
"gold neighbourhood" that will be close to a "platinum neighbourhood".  There will also be, for
example, an "I.T. neighbourhood" that will be far from the gold and platinum neighbourhoods.

The map has a centre point.  The further securities are far from the centre the more volatile they
are.

Portfolios are positioned on the map according to what they hold.  The maps show where a
portfolio is positioned relative to a benchmark or competitors.
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Introduction

Maps can be show in absolute or relative terms, where a specific point, normally a portfolio
benchmark, is placed at the centre.

Traditional risk statistics such as tracking error and beta can be seen on I-Maps and make
intuitive sense.  (More on this later.)  I-Maps produces reports of numeric risk statistics, including
the decomposition of risk into 'benchmark related risk' and 'specific risk'.  Furthermore, risk
statistics at total portfolio level are decomposed into the contributions from individual securities,
as well as each of the levels of a security classification scheme.
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Introducing I-Maps

The I-Maps system provides tools for modelling /re-positioning portfolios.  Portfolio managers are
able to enter trades and get immediate feedback on the effect that buying or selling a security will
have on a portfolio's position and risk.
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Interpreting I-Maps

Interpreting I-Maps2
I-Maps are easy to understand.

The first layer of an I-Map shows the inter-relationships of investment securities such as shares,
bonds and stock market indices.  The positions of the points on the map are determined by the
historical behaviour of the securities in relation to each other.  Points that behave similarly over
time (i.e. that are correlated) are plotted close together, while uncorrelated variables are far from
each other on the map.

There are two keys to interpreting I-Maps.

· Distance from the origin represents volatility: Security A is more volatile than Security B:

· The angle made at the origin between two points represents correlation:
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Examples of correlation:

· Portfolio Points on maps are produced using a snapshot of the current holdings of portfolios.
Their positions are determined by the weights of their holdings.

This diagram illustrates the concept that diversification reduces risk.  PortX holds 50-50 of
SecurityA and SecurityB and sits on a straight line between them.  The securities are uncorrelated
with each other (90o angle at the origin), so PortX has lower volatility than its constituent
securities. Port Y holds 30% of SecurityC and 70% of SecurityD, which are correlated with each
other, so there is little diversification benefit (the portfolio is almost at volatile as its constituents).
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Fundamental ratios and tilts

Fundamental ratios and tilts3
The maps can be configured to show ranges of fundamental ratios (such as DY, EY, PE) by
means of different coloured markers.  The map below shows ranges of EY values, going from
green (high) to red (low):

Maps can also show sizes and signs of tilts (the extent to which the weight of a holdings is over-
or under-weight relative to the benchmark), with crosses indicating underweight, and stars
indicating overweight.  Tilts and ratios can be shown simultaneously. 

The map below shows that OMIG is, for example:

· Underweight Steinhoff, which has a low earnings yield (EY) (red star)
· Overweight Imperial which has a high EY (green star)
· Underweight Angloplat, which has a low EY (red cross).
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Presuming that a high earnings yield is desirable, then Imperial (overweight high EY) and
Angloplat (underweight low EY) are "good" holdings, while Steinhoff is of concern (underweight
high EY). 

The I-Map System can use any ratio supplied by clients for these maps.  These ratios often
include forecast values including forecast returns.
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Portfolio Spreadsheets

Portfolio Spreadsheets4
The I-Maps System has many features for viewing portfolios in spreadsheet format.  Clients may
provide any number of different classification schemes (hierarchies), and users can switch
between them.  Users have complete control over expanding and contracting the branches of the
classification tree.  
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The portfolio spreadsheets can be exported to Excel with what-you-see-is-what-you-get format in
the sense that sectors that are collapsed or expanded in the system will be similarly collapsed or
expanded in the spreadsheet.
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Portfolio Spreadsheets

Selecting Sectors

The user can slice portfolios, to view certain sectors or asset classes only.  For example, to
restrict to local equities only, Local and Equities are ticked and everything else is de-selected:

Maps can then be produced using the selected sectors only.
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Introducing I-Maps

Risk Decomposition5
A pleasing feature of I-Maps is that the traditional concepts of beta, tracking error and risk
decomposition into a "benchmark part" and an "off benchmark" (specific risk) part can be seen in
graphical terms on an I-Map, which assists greatly with the intuitive understanding of the
concepts.

In the above diagrams Cash is at the centre.

Consider a portfolio that consists solely of a combination of Cash and the Benchmark.  Such a
portfolio would lie on the central vertical line, between Cash and the Benchmark.  The more Cash
held, the closer the portfolio would be to the centre.  The more bullish a fund manager is, the
less Cash he or she would have, and the higher the portfolio would be.  The fund could even
borrow Cash and achieve more risk than the benchmark.  From this it is seen that the vertical
direction has an immediate "market timing" aspect.

Next consider a portfolio that starts with the benchmark holdings to which changes are made
incrementally.  As the changes are introduced, the portfolio would move away from the
benchmark and tracking error between it and the benchmark would be introduced.  As the angle
made between the portfolio and the benchmark increases, so the portfolio loses correlation with
the benchmark.

The standard definition of a portfolio's beta can be written as:

Beta = (Portfolio's Total Risk / Benchmark's Total Risk)  x  Correlation (Portfolio, Benchmark).

This shows that beta is dependent on both the portfolio's total risk (compared to the benchmark's
total risk) and on the extent of the correlation.  The correlation is at most 1 (when there is perfect
correlation between the portfolio and its benchmark).  As the portfolio moves away from the
benchmark (in a circular sense) so the correlation decreases.

Now consider the vertical and horizontal aspects of the portfolio's risk.  The vertical part of a
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Risk Decomposition

portfolio's risk, i.e. the part that "in the direction of" the benchmark is called the portfolio's
benchmark related risk.  The horizontal distance from the portfolio to the benchmark vertical line
is called the portfolio's specific risk.  The difference between the benchmark's total risk and the
portfolio's benchmark related risk is called the timing risk.

Looking at the two right-angled triangles in the diagram above, one can derive the following
formulae:

(Portfolio’s Risk)2   =   (Benchmark Related Risk)2 + (Specific Risk)2   (Absolute)

(Tracking Error)2     =   (Timing Risk)2 + (Specific Risk)2             (Relative)

i.e. Risk decomposes into a benchmark component and a non-benchmark (specific) component.

Furthermore, using simple trigonometry it follows that

Beta = Benchmark Related Risk / Benchmark's Total Risk

The above diagrams and formulae also hold for securities.
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Portfolio Positioning6
The I-Maps System provides many features that assist portfolio managers in firstly seeing where
their portfolios are positioned, and then re-positioning their portfolios.

Portfolios can be viewed according to their position on the map, or their holdings (using portfolio
spreadsheets), or via numeric reports that show portfolio holdings, risk statistics and fundamental
ratios.

For positioning, users can create any number of predefined specifications (called positioner specs
), detailing portfolio and benchmark pairs, etc.  Once the positioner specs are set up, they can be
recalled and run as needed.  

Positioner Specs

When the spec is run, it produces a map with the specified fund and benchmark pairs, and at the
same time populates "The Positioner", which contains several grids or views, showing holdings,
tilts, risk numbers, ratios, etc. in which the user can enter trades, rebalance the portfolio(s) and
see the resulting new positions/ risk statistics.

Views of some of the tabs available in The Positioner are shown:
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Portfolio Positioning

All Funds Tab

One Fund Risk Tab
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One Fund Ratios Tab
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Portfolio Positioning

Entering a Trade

Portfolio Risk Stats: Before and After
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Map Before and After Trades

The map below shows the original position of the portfolio (O_PortA) and its new position after
modelling (in black).

The Positioner caters for different portfolios having different benchmarks.  It also provides
features for applying the bets or tilts of one fund and benchmark pair to other funds even if they
have different benchmarks.  This can be done in a number of ways, some of which involve
sophisticated algorithms to avoid the portfolios having negative holdings.
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Portfolio Positioning
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Sub-Portfolios7
A major strength of the I-Maps System is its ability to deal with portfolios that hold units within
other portfolios.  I-Maps allows for live “unpacking” and “repacking” of these sub-portfolios. 
Furthermore, a variety of ways of unpacking are provided.  For example, the sub-portfolio(s) can
be unpacked into the parent portfolio showing the effective holding in securities, or the holdings of
the sub-portfolios can be shown in a pop-up window.

In this example MMPort is a multi-manager that holds units in ManA, ManB and ManC: 

In the view below, the units have all been unpacked into the parent portfolio.  The bold blue
percentage for Anglo, 25.0 is the total percentage of Anglo in the parent portfolio. The light blue
percentages show what percentage each sub-portfolio contributes to the total percentage of Anglo
, i.e. ManA contributes 16% while ManB contributes 9% of the 25%:

In this grid, ManB has been shown in its own window, showing its composition out of 100%:
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Sub-Portfolios

One can also view ManB's composition out of 30%, which is its percentage in MMPort .  This
shows the weighted percentage that ManB contributes to each share in MMPort:

The view can also be changed to show the composition of all the sub-portfolios down-weighted to
the percentage that they represent in the parent portfolio:
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Furthermore, the I-Maps System can show the contribution of each sub-portfolio to the total risk
and beta and tracking error of the parent portfolios.
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Customised batch runs

Customised batch runs8
The I-Maps team can create batch runs to automate tasks for clients. 

Such batch runs can be used for example to monitor the tracking errors and betas of all portfolios
managed by a client every night.

These batch runs typically involve reading in specifications (such as the required holdings files,
portfolios, risk limits, types of maps, reports, etc.) and then producing the specified maps and/or
reports. 

Exception Report

Here is an example of a report that is produced by a batch run.  It highlights Beta and Tracking
Error transgressions, where the portfolio/benchmark pairs and their prescribed upper/lower limits
are specified.
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